Costume for the stage (746.87)
Ballet design: past and present
Costume in the theatre
Costumes and settings for Shakespeare's plays
Design for the ballet
Designing and making stage costumes
Designing for the dancer
Dressing for the ballet
Historic costume for the amateur theatre and how to make it
How to dress dancers
Making stage costumes for amateurs
Period costume for stage & screen: 1500-1800: patterns for women's dress
Renaissance theatre costume and the sense of the historic past
The stage costume source book
E-resources
The dictionary of fashion history (2017)
This title is available via VLE Books. There is a direct link from the library
catalogue or click the image.
ProQuest Vogue
This complete searchable archive of American Vogue can be accessed via OpenAthens.
It contains material from first issue in 1892 to now, reproduced in high-resolution
colour page images

More information about the library can be found on Moodle,
vle.morleycollege.ac.uk. Note: Moodle will be phased out
by the end of 2022 and material transferred to a new platform.
We also have access to JSTOR log in as MorleyCollege,
password knowledge2019 using the login at the top right.
Library:
Lower Library:
E:

020 7450 1828
020 7450 1827
library@morleycollege.ac.uk
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A guide to resources for

Historical & Vintage Fashion
Costume for the Stage
General books on costume (746.8)
A history of costume in the west
Costume cavalcade: 689 examples of historic costume in colour
Costume in detail: women's dress: 1730-1930
Creating historical clothes: pattern cutting from Tudor to Victorian
times
English costume from the 2nd century BC to the present day with
introductory chapters on the ancient civilisations
English costume of the early middle ages: the 10th to the 13th
centuries.
English costume of the later middle ages: the 14th and 15th centuries
Fashion album: images of fashion from the collections of the Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery
and Museums, Brighton
Fashion in focus: 1600-2009: treasures from the Olive Matthews Collection
Historic costumes and how to make them
Historical costumes of England, from the 11th to the 20th century
Mediaeval costume in England and France: the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries
Medieval costume and how to recreate it
Medieval costume in England and France: the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries
Occupational costume in England from the 11th century to 1914
Patterns of fashion 1: Englishwomen's dresses & their construction: c.1660-1860
Patterns of fashion 2: Englishwomen's dresses & their construction, c.1860-1940
Patterns of fashion 3: the cut and construction of clothes for men and women c.15601620
Patterns of fashion 4: the cut and construction of linen shirts, smocks, neckwear,
headwear and accessories for men and women c. 1540 - 1660
Style and satire: fashion in print: 1777-1927
The art of English costume
The evolution of fashion: pattern and cut from 1066 to 1930
The gallery of English costume: picture book number eight: Costume for sport
The gallery of English costume: picture book number one: a brief view

The gallery of English costume: picture book number seven: Children's costume
The gallery of fashion
World dress fashion in detail
Your book of medieval and Tudor costume
Corsetry (746.94)
Corsets and crinolines
Corsets: historic patterns & techniques
Patterns of fashion 5: the content, cut, construction and context
of bodies, stays, hoops and rumps c.1595-1795
The basics of corset building: a handbook for beginners
The corset: a cultural history
Stays and corsets: historical patterns translated for the modern
body
Underwear: fashion in detail
16th to 19th century fashion (746.82-746.85)
Tudor fashion
Fashion in the time of William Shakespeare
The Tudor tailor
17th-century men's dress patterns: 1600-1630
Seventeenth century women's dress patterns: book two
Dressing the elite: clothes in early modern England
English costume of the 17th century
Seventeenth-century women's dress patterns: book one
English children's costume since 1775
English costume of the 18th century
Historical fashion in detail: the 17th and 18th centuries
Directoire revival fashions: 1888–1889: 57 patterns with fashion plates and suggestions
for adaptation
19th century fashion in detail
Victorian fashions & costumes from Harper's bazar: 1867-1898
Bustle fashions 1885–1887: 41 patterns with fashion plates and suggestions for
adaptation
Costume and fashion: volume six: the nineteenth century
English costume of the 19th century
Fashions and fashion plates: 1800-1900
Masterpieces of women's costume of the 18th and 19th centuries
A visual history of costume: the nineteenth century
Nineteenth-century fashion in detail

20th century fashion (746.86)
1930s fashion: the definitive sourcebook
20th-century fashion: the complete sourcebook
A cultural history of fashion in the 20th and 21st centuries: from catwalk to sidewalk
A history of fashion in the 20th century
A visual history of costume: the 20th century
Ballets Russes style: Diaghilev's dancers and Paris
fashion
Classic fashion patterns of the 20th century
Edwardian fashion
Elegance in an age of crisis: fashions of the 1930s
Everyday fashions of the twenties: as pictured in Sears
and other catalogs
Everyday fashions of the twentieth century
Fashion sketchbook: 1920-1960
Fashion under the occupation
Fashions of a decade: the 1970s / 1980s / 1990s
Fifty years of fashion: new look to now
Forties fashion and the new look
Forties fashion: from siren suits to the New Look
Great War fashion: tales from the history wardrobe
Handbook of English costume in the twentieth century: 1900-1950
History of fashion: 1880s-1930s / History of fashion: 1940s-1990s
Jazz age fashion: dressed to kill
London society fashion: 1905-1925: the wardrobe of Heather Firbank
Modern fashion in detail
Streetstyle: from sidewalk to catwalk
The 1950s look: a practical guide to fashions, hairstyles and make-up of the 1950s
The changing world of fashion: 1900 to the present
The collector's book of 20th century fashion
The cutting edge: 50 years of British fashion
The Edwardian Modiste: 85 authentic patterns with instructions, fashion plates, and
period sewing techniques
The fashion book (small and large formats)
The gallery of English costume: picture book number six: Women's costume: 1900-1930
The voice of fashion: 79 turn-of-the-century patterns with instructions and fashion
plates
Through the looking glass: a history of dress from 1860 to the present day
Very vintage: the guide to vintage patterns and clothing
Women's fashions of the early 1900s: an unabridged republication of New York
fashions, 1909

